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Abstract External Cavity Diode Lasers Fine Tuning the ECDL:

Saturation Spectroscopy

How Do We Cool Atoms? Magneto-

Optical Traps!

Conclusion And Outlook

MOTs use a combination of magnetic fields 

and lasers to trap and cool atoms.

Stability isn’t simple! Changes 

in temperature cause changes in 

cavity length. These result in 

large wavelength drifts. BAD!

DAVLL

This scheme takes advantage of the different absorption 

lines of light polarization in the presence of a magnetic 

field. By splitting the light into left and right handed 

polarization we can subtract the signals and generate a 

precise locking signal. 

PID

A PID loop uses proportional, integral, and derivative 

action to accurately lock a control variable to a set point. In 

our case the control variable is the error signal and the set 

point is zero. 

Hyperfine Splitting of Rubidium 85 D2 Line.

Experimental Setup For Saturation Signal.

Experimental Saturation Signal.

External Cavity Diode Lasers enable frequency selection, stability, small linewidths, and large mode hop free ranges. This is 

achieved through a combination of external control circuitry that manipulates thermoelectric elements, frequency selective 

optics, and current.

Simplified ECDL Schematic2

Piezo Effects on Cavity Modes.

Example of Thermoelectric Element.

Wavelength (nm) 788 (25ºC), 780 (15ºC),

778 (10ºC)

Linewidth (pm) 1000 ± 42.3

Threshold (mA) 23.7

Max (mA) 140

PZT Max Translation (µm) 4.6

PZT Voltage Range (V) 0 - 150

Polarization Linear, Vertical

Temperature, Min. (°C) 10 C

Cavity Length (mm) 25

Saturation Absorption 

Spectroscopy is a pump-

probe method which allows 

determining the frequency 

of a transition you need in 

the atom that you have. 

Atoms with velocities close 

to zero are saturated with a 

higher powered pump 

beam. At the same time, a 

lower powered probe beam 

is sent toward the atoms in 

the opposite direction of the 

pump beam. Since their 

transitions have already 

absorbed photons, they are 

unable to absorb any light 

from the probe beam. The 

probe beam makes it 

through the cloud of atoms 

and registers on a 

photodiode with a higher 

intensity reading. The peaks 

of this signal determine the 

frequency required for the 

transition.

Our target was the 

Rubidium D2 line, 5P1/2 to 

5P3/2. Hyperfine splitting of 

this transition creates two 

ground states and four 

excited states. We need the 

transitions in red. 

Stabilizing the ECDL: Locking The Laser • Built operational ECD lasers 
and developed locking 
mechanisms over the Summer 
of ‘17.

• Further optimizations will be 
done to increase the stability 
and effectiveness of the lasers.

• Frequency locking will be 
completed to both trapping and 
re-pump frequencies.

• Construction of vacuum 
chamber and additional optics 
will occur Fall ‘17.

• Project goal to be running by 
December 2017

Simplified DAVL Schematic3

The PID Process4
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Our lasers implemented a Littrow configuration 

for higher power outputs and simplicity. A 

holographic grating is used as the frequency 

selecting optic to feedback 780 nm light back into 

the diode. An Aspheric lens is also used to 

collimate the beam and overcome the high 

divergence of semiconductor lasers.

The addition of a Piezo Stack allows fine tuning of 

the cavity length. A controller and locking 

circuitry maintains the operating mode by 

stabilizing the cavity. A mode can be pictured as a 

standing wave that fits within a resonating cavity. 

If these frequencies survive the active material, 

they will be amplified and emitted from the laser.

The addition of a TEC element stabilizes the 

temperature, thereby limiting the effects of 

temperature sensitivity via an external temperature 

controller. This overcomes the multi-mode and 

staircase like mode hopping effects of 

semiconductor lasers.

Requirements For Cooling:

• Wavelength (Frequency)
87Rb 780.032 nm (384.230484 THz)
85Rb 780.033 nm (384.230406 THz)

• Linewidth
87Rb 6.065 MHz
85Rb 6.067 MHz

• Mode Hop Free Range

1 GHz Min., 6-10 GHz Ideal

• Power
50-80 mW

ECDL Specifications:

ECDL Experimental Setup: The ECDL Constructed Over Summer PSRI ’17:

Six laser beams from External 

Cavity Diode Lasers are used 

to trap and slow down atoms in 

a gaseous state. This is known 

as an Optical Trap.

External coils are also used to 

establish a space varying 

magnetic field, which further 

contains atoms. This is known 

as a Magnetic Trap.

The temperature of an atom is linked to its average kinetic energy, 

whether it be through translational, rotational, or vibrational 

movement. Since this energy is tied to its velocity, and by 

extension it’s momentum, an atom can be cooled down by slowing 

it down. Laser cooling does this via repeated interactions with 

photons. Since light and matter exhibit wave-particle duality, a 

photon still has momentum despite having no mass. 

Slowing Down = Cooling Down!

When light of the right 

frequency encounters an 

atom, it has the potential 

to be absorbed by the 

atom and excite an 

electron to a higher state.

Since momentum is 

conserved, and the two 

particles were moving in 

opposite directions, the 

momentum of the photon 

slows down the atom a 

very small amount. 

Eventually the electron 

relaxes to a lower state 

and emits another photon 

in a random direction. 

This also pushes the atom, 

but if it’s repeated many 

times over the random 

emissions cancel each 

other out for a net slowing 

effect in one direction, 

cooling the atom.

Simplified MOT Schematic1

Magneto-Optical Traps are a popular apparatus used to achieve 

extremely cold samples of atoms on the order of micro-Kelvin. Chico 

State will be one of the few CSU campuses to offer the opportunity for 

students to probe the world of cold atomic physics. To achieve this we 

set out to construct the first piece of the MOT, the optical trap, using 

External Cavity Diode Lasers. We will discuss the fundamentals of 

cooling atoms and the construction of the ECDL over the 2017 Physics 

Research Institute.


